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Meticulous precision in 
product assembly.

Attention to detail in
through craftsmanship.

Advanced tehcnology. Contemporary exterior 
design.

JUST LISTEN

The Individual Upgrade 
Concept allows you to 
upgrade to a higher level. 
And to be future proof.

The Low Compression 
Concept means better 
dynamics, longer lifetime 
and simply more music.

THE Ki·SERIES SPEAKERS

A fast transient
response guarantees 
perfect musicallity. 

Specifications Ki 3 Ki 3 SU Ki 3 SI Ki 1 Ki 1 SU Ki 1 SI Ki-C Ki-C SU Ki-C SI Ki-SUB Ki-SUB SU Ki-SUB SI K·XX
Glass/carbon fibre membranes • • • • • • • • •    •
Stiff mineral fibre membrane             •
Stiff paper pulp fibre membrane           • •
High resolution tweeter • • • • • • • • •    •
Vibration damped tweeter • • • • • • • • •
Dynamic Feed Forward x.over • • • • • • • • •
QWR loading • • •
Dual port loading     • • • • • •
Front/rear baffle reinforcements   • •  • •  • •  • •
Dual high power bass drivers • • •
Decoupled plinth • • •       • • •
Superstand    •
Powerful class D amplifier           • • •
Superb control features           • • •
Resistive port loading           • • • •
Frequency range -6dB 40-22kHz 40-22kHz 38-22kHz 55-22kHz 52-22kHz 50-22kHz 47-22kHz 43-22kHz 42-22kHz 21-180Hz 20-180Hz 19-180Hz 52-22 kHz
Sensitivity (8Ω) dB 91 92 92 88 88 88,5 91 92 92    88
Nominal Impedance Ω 8 8 8 4 4 4       
Power Handling 180W 200W 220W 100W 100W 130W 150W 200W 200W 300W 350W 400W 100W
Height/width/depth cm 98x14x24 98x14x25 98x14x27 26x14x22 26x14x22 26x14x24 16x52x26 16x52x26 16x52x28 37x34x37 37x34x38 37x34x38 22x27x10
Net weight kilos 13 13,5 15 4 4,15 4,8 8 8,5 8,7 18,3 19 21 7



SHEER
   PERFORMANCE. 
      THE Ki 3-SERIES

Only a fraction wider than a CD and standing 1 metre tall, these speakers
offer a full bodied dynamic sound with all types of music. They are made 
from the best materials available. The veneers are all selected and pair 
matched and the quality of the woodwork is simply stunning. Due to the
use of the most modern and advanced technologies, even the most fragile
of small details will be reproduced in all its timbral complexity. 

Available in Standard, Super
and Signature versions. 

The Ki-series was created out of simple 
necessity: To offer a great product to people
who want the real Audiovector sound, but 
have limited space for speakers. We had to 
invent a series of new solutions for the Ki-
series in order to give our customers, what 
they ask for: A big and full sound from very 
compact speakers. For both partying and 
soft listening. Of course, the Ki-speakers are 
easy to drive even with basic amplification.

The Audiovector Ki–series is futureproof 
and 100% upgradable, like all Audiovectors. 
Did you know, by the way, that more than
85% of all Audiovectors manufactured 
during the last 30 years are still in service?

PASSION
When I designed my first speakers, I did it out
of pure necessity. I could not find a speaker,
which was able to reproduce my music 
realistically. I had to design it myself. Since 
those days, nothing has changed with 
respect to the search for the perfect musical 
sound. A lot has changed with respect to 

the size and looks of the speakers, people 
want, though.

THE CHALLENGE
I have no doubt as to what the challenge is
today: To design and enginer speakers, which
are compact, stylish and sound 3 times as big
as their size suggests. For the Ki series, we
have used a number of advanced technologies
to achieve our goal of a perfect sound quality
and yet shrinking the size of the speakers. 
Although extremely compact, the Ki’s are 
equally capable with Michael Jackson and 
with Mozart. And they serve extremely well 
as a high quality surround sound system. 
They will match any source and amplifier 
connected to them, be it CD, iPod or 
computer and they will provide the great 
experiences, we all look for.

THE SPEAKERS
The Ki-series have 3 models in each format. 
A Standard, a Super and a Signature version.
Each very high value for money in their price
bracket. Each futureproof and upgradable. 

Each a perfect part of a stereo or a 
surround sound system.

HANDMADE IN DENMARK
Manufacturing speakers in Denmark is an 
obligation towards our heritage as one of the
world’s most famous loudspeaker nations.
At Audiovector, all speakers are handmade 
from the best materials:  selected and pair- 
matched veneers, NRFB-cabinet material, 
drivers designed exactly for our purpose, 
by us and assembled and tested by the best 
craftsmen in the business. Our fault rate is 
less than 0.08 per cent. And Audiovectors 
will last for at least 30 years.

I have never met anybody, who could not 
distinguish and appreciate a perfect sound 
system once they heard it. As we say:
“ JUST LISTEN ”

Ole Klifoth
Founder and chief engineer.
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Only a fraction wider than a CD disc, these speaker are easy to acommodate
anywhere. They can be placed in or on a shelf, or they can be positioned 
close to a rear wall. They can also be mounted on a special wall bracked, 
which can be adjusted as you wish. The Ki 1’s share most of their advanced
technology with the rest of the speakers in the Ki series. The result is a full
bodied and bold sound with a dynamic performance you do not expect 
from such compact speakers. Just Listen

Available in Standard, Super and 
Signature versions.

THE ULTIMATE 
   COMPACT SPEAKER.
      THE Ki 1-SERIES

These are great compact and unobtrusive on-wall speakers 
designed to be used for many different applications.They are
fine as extra speakers, as stereo speakers for small rooms or, 
because of the advanced sound dispersion system, as rear 
speakers in almost any type of surround sound system.

Easy to drive, easy to install 
and truly universal. 

COMPACT AND
   DESCRETE. THE K·XX
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AN EXCEPTIONALLY
  CLEAR DIALOG.
     THE Ki C-SERIES

A PERFECT POWER
  TECHNOLOGY.
     THE Ki SUB-SERIES

More than 60% of the sound of a movie comes from
the centre speaker. This means that speach, music and
demanding special sound effects must be reproduced
with true fidelity. Or, as George Lucas of THX puts it:
”The sound is at least 50% of the experience of a 
movie”. The Ki C’s are almost as powerful as the Ki 3’s.
And as detailed and full bodied.

Available in Standard, Super and
Signature versions.

These new subs are rectangular, stylish and compact. They can be used
in a surround sound system or as extras in combination with a pair of
Ki 1’s or a pair of K-XX’s for stereo. More than 300 watts of power is
available via the built in digital amplifier with ultra low power consumption.
And all the necessary features for exact adjustment are on board. A huge
truck passing by. A thunderstorm. A canon or an aeroplane: they will all
be reproduced faithfully. Just Listen.

Available in Standard, Super and
Signature versions.
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